EEG data recorded simultaneously with fMRI acquisition are contaminated by large voltages generated by the time-varying magnetic field gradients. The resulting gradient artefact (GA) can be more than 3 orders of magnitude larger than signals of interest from the brain. Correction of the GA generally relies on the use of low-pass filtering to attenuate the large, high-frequency voltage fluctuations produced by the gradient waveforms, followed by subtraction of a GA template produced by averaging over many repeats of the artefact waveforms [1]. The average artefact subtraction (AAS) process relies on the EEG system having a dynamic range great enough to characterise the artefact voltages and also on invariance of the artefact waveform over multiple image acquisitions. Saturation of the amplifiers, changes in subject position or variation in the timing of the gradient waveforms cause these conditions to be violated, leaving unwanted residual GA after AAS. Recently described simulations [2] have shown that the GA amplitude can potentially be reduced by adjusting the axial position of the subject relative to the scanner's iso-centre (i.e. the centre of the gradient coils). Here, we describe an experimental investigation of the effect of adjusting the subject's axial position on the magnitude of the GA and on the residual artefact after AAS. Methods EEG Data were recorded at 3T using a 32-electrode EEG cap, a BrainAmp MR-plus EEG amplifier and Brain Vision Recorder software (Brain Products, Munich). Four subjects took part in each study. Study 1 To identify how axial repositioning of the subject affected the magnitude of the GA produced by the three orthogonal gradients, EEG recordings were made during execution of a sequence in which gradient pulses with a slew rate of 2 Tm -1 s -1 were sequentially applied in the Anterior-Posterior (AP), Right-Left (RL) and Foot-Head (FH) directions. Recordings were made with the subject at 15 different axial positions, characterised using the z-co-ordinate of the nasion. This ranged in 1cm steps from -4cm to +10cm with positive values corresponding to an axial shift towards the feet. Artefacts from 30 pulses applied along the three gradient axes were recorded at each position using a low-pass filter cutoff of 1000Hz. The range and root-mean-square amplitude of the artefacts across electrodes were calculated for each position and gradient direction. Study 2 Experiments were carried out with the nasion at iso-centre (conventional subject position) and at the optimal z-offset identified from Study 1. EEG data were recorded over an 8 minute period whilst a standard axial, multi-slice EPI sequence was executed (84×84×32 matrix, 3×3×4 mm 3 voxels) with TR/TE =2.5s/40ms. During the scanning, subjects were cued to move their feet for 5s every 30s. Foot motion generated cumulative head movements of less than 1mm in amplitude, mimicking the position changes which may occur during fMRI sessions. A low-pass filter cut-off of 250Hz was used in this case to avoid saturating the EEG amplifiers at the z=0 subject position. Data were exported to Matlab both before and after AAS had been carried out in Brain Vision Analyzer2.

